
The Shhh ... arpener Project 
3rd Grade SJCS Class STEM/Science Fair Project 



INTRODUCTION/PROBLEM we are trying to solve:

How can we make our classroom pencil sharpener quieter so it doesn't disrupt

class? With a large 3rd grade class, our classroom can get loud. When pencils

are sharpened, we can't hear the teacher and the teacher can't hear our

responses. We lose time waiting for pencils to be sharpened, which interrupts our

learning. Sharpening before or after class can work, but with Covid we can't share

pencils anymore. At times, we just need to use the sharpener, disrupting class.

We will design a prototype for a cover for our sharpener that will reduce the

amount of noise that it makes. This will reduce the amount of the disruption,

making things better for us and our teacher.



BACKGROUND RESEARCH:

Having the ability to hear is a wonderful thing, especially in a classroom. It is much harder to understand and
learn something when you can't hear the teacher. It is frustrating to the teacher to have to pause and wait
because it's too loud for students to hear the material.

Pencil sharpeners meet an important need, but they create noise when in use. One of the most important factors
when choosing which sharpener to get is how much noise it generates.

Our class discussion on how best to quiet the disruption included the following materials that research showed
would muffle noise: styrofoam sheets or peanuts, bubble wrap, wood, drywall, and cardboard. Styrofoam can
help muffle noise by keeping noise from leaking out of a space. Sounds are simply vibrations, and polystyrene
absorbs these vibrations, or sound waves. Some of the sound can still penetrate the foam, so it's not
soundproofing, but it does reduce the noise.1

Insulating the walls of a container properly can reduce unwanted noise. To accomplish this, the cavity in the wall
needs to be filled completely with insulation. The insulation fills the gaps, absorbing noise and breaking the path
of sound.2

Sound travels in waves - the wave can be absorbed into a surface or reflect off it. The best types of surfaces to
use to absorb sounds are ones with jagged surfaces and hollow recesses within (much like a sponge or
cardboard). The proper object will catch the sound waves and bounce them around until the vibrations lessen. 3



PREDICTION:

We will engineer a prototype to reduce the volume and disruption of pencil

sharpener use during class time.

During various 3rd grade class meetings we set up criteria for engineering a

box/cover for the pencil sharpener using household items. The prototype will be

made of cardboard boxes, styrofoam, and bubble wrap. Access points will be

needed for the pencils and the power cord. Those access points will allow sound

to escape but we'll minimize it as much as possible.



MATERIALS:

We used:
1. XActo Pencil Sharpener
2. 3 boxes of identical pencils (unsharpened)
3. Two cardboard boxes. One big enough to put over the sharpener and the other

bigger than the first.
4. NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) phone app
5. Bubble wrap
6. Dremel with router bit

7. Styrofoam sheets
8. Styrofoam electric cutter
9. Cardboard cutter

10. Scissors

11. Rubber mats

12. Metal cookie tray
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DESIGN/PROCEDURES:

1. Create a drawing of a prototype
2. Decide on materials to use for prototype

3. Modify prototype based on materials available and research
4. Test prototype using NIOSH decibel meter app
5. Make final modifications to prototype, including painting and tweaking access ports.
6. Test prototype using NIOSH decibel meter app in quiet classroom
7. Test prototype using NIOSH decibel meter app with teacher talking

8. Get subjective feedback about prototype using opinion poll of students and teachers



BUILDING AND TESTING PROTOTYPE:

1. Sharpener was measured to find dimensions
2. Picked box that would fit around sharpener with room to spare

3. Picked 2nd box that would fit over 1st box with an inch or more of space in between the boxes for insulating
material.

4. Cut flaps off the boxes using cardboard cutter

5. Measured and cut access ports for pencils and electric cord in both boxes using a Dremel router bit
6. Filled gap between boxes with styrofoam sheets cut to size using a styrofoam cutter.
7. Filled gaps around pencil opening and electric cord with bubble wrap
8. Tested to find maximum decibel reading when sharpening 11 new pencils for 5 seconds without the cover on in

a silent classroom. Eliminate one outlier reading, leaving 10 readings.

9. Put sharpener on rubber pads on cookie tray (to keep pads from moving). Covered sharpener with prototype
10. Tested to find maximum decibel reading when sharpening 11 new pencils for 5 seconds using the

Shhh...arpener Cover in a silent classroom. Eliminate one outlier reading, leaving 10 readings.

11. Repeat Steps 8 and 10 with teacher speaking normally in the classroom for 5 pencils.

12. Conduct opinion poll of students and teachers to see if they felt the Shhh...arpener Cover reduced the
distraction to the class when pencils were being sharpened.



RESULTS: Data

Data from NIOSH Decibel Meter App

Silent Classroom

Pencil without Cover (dB) with Cover (dB)

1 80.7 78.2

2 80.7 79.4

3 81.7 78.0

4 82.5 76.6

5 82.1 77.2

6 81.3 76.2

7 81.9 76.7

8 85.0 78.3

9 83.7 79.1

10 82.9 78.7

Average: 82.25 77.84

Outlier: (not
included) 85.7 79.6

Data from NIOSH Decibel Meter App

Standard/Not Silent Classroom

Pencil without Cover (dB) with Cover (dB)

1 84.4 83.9

2 81.6 80.4

3 82.1 79.3

4 81.5 82.6

5 83.8 80.3

Average: 82.68 81.3

Decibel reduction with Shhh...arpener Cover averaged
1.3dB in a standard classroom, with teacher speaking.

17/17 polled stated it was easier to hear and
understand the teacher with the Shhh...arpener Cover
on.

Decibel reduction with Shhh...arpener Cover averaged 4.41
dB in a silent classroom

15 out of 17 felt there was a significant reduction in
disruption from the sharpener using the Cover
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CONCLUSION:
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The younger the students, the more frequently pencils are sharpened, making the sharpener noise a significant issue
In classrooms. While many teachers choose to solve this disruption by limiting access to the sharpener, we tried to
improve the disruption by reducing the noise generated. Our data is a bit off. The readings from the NIOSH app were
consistently louder than realistically possible. Since the app was consistent, though, the results would still be valid.
Data showed a significant decrease in the noise created by the sharpener when using the Shh...arpener Cover. It
was noticeably and significantly quieter than using the sharpener without the Cover.

When tested with the teacher speaking to the class, though, the data was different. Then, there wasn't much of a
difference in the decibel level of the classroom - with the teacher speaking constantly - with the cover or without. All
students, the teacher, and aides, though, found that they had a much easier time hearing and understanding what
was being said when the Cover was in use. It seems that the decibel level of the speaker was very close to that of
the sharpener. Reducing the volume of the sharpener made it much easier to understand the speaker. Even though
the decibel level of the room was not significantly quieter, the focus could remain on the speaker rather than the
sharpener.

Our Sh...arpener Cover worked well. As pointed out by one student, though, it would take a lot of time and effort to
build them for every classroom in the world. At least our classroom has one!
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LAB JOURNAL for the Shhh...arpener Cover

3rd Grade Engineering Project

Pencil Sharpener - Reducing Distractions

11/25/2021; Class discussion regarding possible engineering projects. A shield to keep animals away from classroom
plants. Or some way to make pencil sharpeners less of a distraction. Vote was for the Pencil Sharpener

11/29/2021:

1. Ms. Stoddard is keeping a tally of how often class is disrupted by the sound of the pencil sharpener.
2. Discussed with class that we need ideas for how to quiet the sound. Once suggestion was to use cotton. Julianna

B. suggested cotton.

3. What can we do to get measurable results? Decided to use sound meter apps.

11/30/2021: Downloaded a few highly rated sound meter applications to cell phone.

12/03/2021: Class discussion.

1. Which materials make things/noises quieter so the pencil sharpener doesn't disturb class? Ideas: box, cover, or

lunch box made of double wall aluminum, cement, wood, water, metal, bubble wrap, plastic wrap, packing peanuts,
cotton, cardboard, styrofoam, plastic, water, or foil. Decision to move forward with a box or cover then see which

materials work best: bubble wrap, cotton, cardboard, styrofoam, or packing peanuts.
2. Decision: make either a cover for the sharpener or to make a box for the sharpener to sit in.
3. Idea for what to call it: Double Bubble Box/Cover

4. Used sound meter apps at 10 feet. Got readings of 45, 43, and 44 decibels. Sound meter seemed to be jumping
all around. Perhaps there's too much ambient noise in the classroom? Should we use a different sound meter

app? There's no budget to buy equipment, so project is limited to free applications.

12/7/21: Continued class discussion to plan materials and design of "Double Bubble Box"



1. We want to probably do a cover or box for the pencil sharpener. Whether a cover or a box, we'll do a double

walled design. For a box, it would basically be a cube missing one side/face.

2. We want to have a "window" in the box so pencil can get sharpened. Ideas for see-through materials: plastic
wrap, laminating sheets, or Lego windows (Jayden G. demonstrated how Lego door opens and closes inside a

frame). Decision is to use Lego windows/doors.

3. We also want to have a way to see the sharpener status; does it need to be emptied? This could also be done

using the clear Lego windows or doors.

4. We want a removable "roof so we can pull sharpener out to empty it. Decision: make the roof out of styrofoam so
there's better structure to it.

5. Materials list: scissors, hot glue gun & glue, tape (duct), Gorilla glue, cardboard, bubble wrap, and styrofoam.

6. What kind of bubble wrap should we use? Discussed Air Pillows or regular bubble wrap. Perhaps try with both
and see which gets better results. Will need to compare bubble wrap against styrofoam. Which is better to reduce

sound? Which is better to use in construction?

7. We can use duct tape to join the sides of the box/cover.

8. Question - what can we use to make the corners square, 90 degree, angles? Multiple ideas. Best ideas are

blocks. Lego blocks, or erasers (styrofoam eraser so will also help reduce sound levels). Perhaps a block of

styrofoam instead of ruining an eraser.

9. Ms. Stoddard continues to chart how often the sharpener is a distraction.

12/13/2021: Student brought in 2 different types of bubble wrap to test

12/14/2021: Student brought in another kind of bubble wrap to test.

12/15/2021:

1. Class meeting to start figuring out details.

2. Size of pencil sharpener: 5"wide x 8"H x 9"D.

3. Materials: bubble wrap (various types), duct tape, boxes. Lego window/door, styrofoam, box cutters. Legos
4. Decided gap between boxes should be 2".

5. EM to bring boxes.



6. JG to bring Lego doors/windows

7. Students are fond of calling It the "Double Bubble Box"

01/08/22: Sound meter purchased on Amazon arrived.

1/09/22: Found two boxes that nest together with a gap between the boxes that are large enough to hold the pencil
sharpener.

1/11/22:

Size of pencil sharpener: 5"wide x 7.5"H x 8.5"D.

Size of inside box: 6"w x 8"H x 11 "D

Class Science Fair Meeting: Confirmed that pencil sharpener fits in inside box and inside box fits inside outside box with
room to spare. Tried sound meter. Meter readings seem high (class isn't THAT loud). Discussed options for that.
Decided to take initial readings inside closet to reduce ambient noise. May also calibrate machine to reduce starting
point. Plan:

1. Take readings of quiet room (in closet). How many readings? Decided to take 10 readings then find the average
and use the average.

2. Take readings of pencil sharpener while in use (using brand new, identical, pencils until blue light goes on indicating
pencil is fully sharpened). Take 10 readings then find average.

3. Take readings of pencil sharpener once it's in "double bubble box" while in use (using brand new, identical, pencils
until blue light goes on indicating pencil is fully sharpened). Take 10 readings then find the average.

4. See whether pencil sharpener cover reduces the amount of noise made by sharpener

1/21/22: Got decibel readings from sharpening pencils and readings for ambient noise.

1/27/22; Started constructing box. Cut off extra cardboard. Students cut styrofoam peanuts into smaller sizes. Cut

sheet styrofoam to fit gap between boxes. Picked project name by vote: The Pencil Whisperer


